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Don't follow the lemmings!
It's the morning after the weekend before and today we'll find out if markets are really encouraged by
the US finally working out that defaulting on their debt was a really dumb idea - and that brinkmanship
is even dumber. I have another idea - stop reading the AFR! It's only scaremongering and the front
page headlines at least don't have much truth in them.
In our Switzer Super Report today, we have Paul Rickard saying it is time to unwind the NAB/CBA
trade (you would have made 22% on a pretty low risk trade), Barrie Dunstan on why Telstra might
actually be the best media company to get your hands on and Al Bailey gives you an outlook for the
Australian art market.
Also today, we have some more comments from the RBA in our property report, James Dunn details
how the Freelancer.com float could be the next Apple and in Buy, Sell, Hold - what the brokers say
Rudi Filapek-Vandyck writes about upgrades for Fortescue and Woodside.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Stop reading the AFR if you are scared!
by Peter Switzer
For all my subscribers who are getting worried about
the soundness of Australian banks, well, I make one
recommendation, and I do this with a heavy heart —
stop reading the Australian Financial Review!
Don’t get me wrong, I read this respected newspaper
but I’m qualified to cope with its broad range of
offerings. As I’ve been a newspaper writer since
1985, a former academic economist, a financial
adviser and a student of the best investors who’ve
ever lived, I know I can cope with some of the scary
pieces the AFR has been putting out, since the
election.
On the weekend, my old friend Christopher Joye
wrote a piece citing some unknown Aussie financial
genius, who has managed billions in the USA for
years, and who doesn’t like the vulnerability of our
banks. The really smart Christopher (who must be
going through a mid-life crisis), seems to be
surrendering his entrepreneurial past to his new
passion of being the lead writer or scaremonger for
the AFR. And he is really embracing the new task like
a method actor of Russell Crowe proportions!
If anyone can remember a good-news story he has
written, would you please remind me! He is warning
about everything from a housing bubble to CIA
conspiracies and, if you believed everything he has
railed against, you’d simply go to term deposits.
The banks aren’t bad
On the weekend I bumped into CBA’s boss Ian
Narev who said he noted the story but added “I
didn’t agree with it.” Now remember Ian is the guy
who the ultimate invested-bank-buck stops with, but
you could argue that he would say that wouldn’t he?
Well there’s also Charlie Aitken’s view and this is
what he said only this morning in his Ringing The Bell

note: “The Australian Banks will give investors clear
evidence why their money should be in bank equities
not bank deposits. The pending bank full-year
reporting and dividend season is going to be a
cracker. That is obviously important for a wide variety
of reasons.
“Fully franked dividend growth alongside the risk of
special dividends is going to be the key. These bank
boards are fully aware what their shareholder army
wants and they will feed them it again.
“The Australia Bank reporting season has every
chance of being the catalyst that drives the ASX200
into a new higher trading range.”
And if you think Charlie is an excitable broker, then
there’s a very cautious guy called Glenn Stevens of
the RBA, who would be giving Joe Hockey, our new
Treasurer, a first up warning, if he thought there was
an inherent problem with our banks.
Better value elsewhere?
Adding more support to my view was Tanya
Branwhite, head of equities strategy at Macquarie
Bank, who actually is not recommending bank stocks
now. I was doing a speech with her recently and it
prompted me to ask why?
She said that she did not have any reservations about
the banks themselves but that she thought other
investments had better upside and I think she is right.
That said, for safe investors looking for yield with a bit
of capital gain, the banks are still a good play.
Of course, the banks one day will slide when the next
crash comes along, and they do happen nearly every
decade, and that’s when wise investors buy these
good, no great companies, at very good prices.
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The local fella-come-fund manager whiz that
Christopher glowingly reported about is Matthew
McLennan of First Eagle Investment Management,
who told us what he looks for in companies he wants
to invest in. “We love businesses that have been
around for a long time. Businesses that have things
that ought to make them persist — relative scale
advantages, customer captivity and so forth. We are
mindful that a business that can take market share
quickly, can lose it quickly. So we look for evidence of
historic durability in a company’s market position.”
I don’t know about you but that sounds like a pretty
good description of the big four banks to me!
By the way, McLennan thinks Joe Hockey is too
complacent about a housing bubble, so this is
another testing point we will be able to assess him
on. I hope he is wrong but if he is right, I will remind
you. I will remind you if he is wrong as well! This is
the upside and the downside of the commentary
game!
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Time to unwind 22.8% profit on bank shares
by Paul Rickard
I like low-risk trade ideas. And even if I can’t trade
(for example, because I don’t want to crystalise
capital gains), it provides guidance as to where future
purchases or any re-weighting decision might be
directed.

NAB vs CBA: 3 month price performance (source
ASX)

On December 10, I wrote “buy NAB, sell
Commonwealth Bank” (You can read the full report
here).
That trade was low risk – because it maintained
market exposure and sector exposure – it was just
rebalancing between two very similar companies –
overweight in one stock, underweight in another
stock. In other words, CBA was expensive, and NAB
was cheap. And low risk also due to the “mean
reversion theory” (more on this later).
Profit of 22.8%!
As the table below shares, NAB shares have rallied
from $24.50 to $35.98, while CBA has only moved
from $60.88 to $74.17. CBA has paid an extra
dividend (364 cents in total per share versus 93c for
the NAB), and when this difference is added back in,
the net change is 22.86%. So, if you had sold
$10,000 of Commonwealth Bank shares and
purchased $10,000 of NAB shares (a “low risk”
trade), your portfolio would be better off by $2,280!

*Dividends expressed as a % of price on 7 Dec
The graph below shows how NAB has really
outperformed CBA in the last three months (NAB in
red, right hand axis).

Why change?
The argument back in December was pretty simple –
NAB was trading on a forecast PE of 10.0, CBA at
13.7. This meant that CBA was 37% more expensive.
While CBA deserved a premium rating due, in part, to
its leadership in technology, a more normal premium
was around 20%. The main concern about NAB – its
exposure to UK Banking – wasn’t as big a deal as
the market made out because it wasn’t that material.
Now the market seems to agree. In fact, the broker
analysts have gone decidedly bullish on NAB.
According to FN Arena, BA-Merrill Lynch and CIMB
upgraded their recommendations on NAB during
September, meaning CIMB and Macquarie now rate
NAB as “outperform”, Deutsche and BA-Merrill as a
“buy” and Citi, UBS, Credit Suisse and JP Morgan
as “neutral”. There are no “underperforms” or
“sells”.
Interesting to note how many brokers cite the relative
price difference between NAB and the other banks,
and the easing of conditions in the UK, in their
reasoning for their recommendation.
While it is true that NAB will also benefit from
improving business confidence locally and, as the
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weakest in retail banking, has more opportunity than
the other majors to grow market share, I would argue
that most of the price change is due to the application
of the ‘mean reversion’ theory.
The mean reversion theory
The ‘mean reversion’ theory goes that in a mature,
highly regulated, oligopolistic market like Australian
banking, it is very difficult for one of the participants to
make major competitive gains over the other
participants.
Changes in market share are hard won and at the
margin, they have the same pricing, cost bases are
largely the same, they make use of similar
technology, they tap the same talent pool, they share
similar lending exposures etc. As a result, their
profitability and return on capital will largely be the
same.
As markets aren’t efficient, one bank is going to be
cheaper than the others. The theory goes that over
time, they will largely revert to the mean – the
cheapest stock today will become (on a relative
basis) more expensive, and the most expensive stock
will become cheaper. An uncharitable proponent
might add, that when sustained pricing differences
are maintained, they are more likely to be caused by
“own goals”, rather than brilliant examples of
strategic leadership, planning and execution.
Where to from here?
As the following broker consensus forecasts for
earnings and dividend yields show, the two banks are
now a lot closer. For the FY 14 year (NAB balances
on 30/9, CBA on 30/6), NAB is trading on a PE of
13.4, CBA on 15.2.

Interestingly, only one broker (Citi) has a “buy” on
CBA. The other seven are either “sell”,
“underperform” or “neutral”.
So much for broker ratings.
My sense is that CBA still deserves a premium rating,
mainly due to its very clear technology leadership,
proven management team, and leading positions in
most of the major markets (deposits, home loans,
wealth management). The question, as always, is
how much?
With NAB in the lead up to its annual result and
dividend payment (result announced Thursday 31
October, ex dividend on Thursday 7 November), it is
more than likely to be well bid and might tighten even
further against the CBA. Also, markets tend to overdo
things, so it is hard to fight the trend if NAB is “in
favour” and CBA is “out of favour”.
Bottom line – time to unwind the trade. Equal
weightings between CBA and NAB, leaning to an
overweight position in CBA, after NAB goes
ex-dividend.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Freelancer.com – the next Apple?
by James Dunn
The initial public offer (IPO) market is running hot at
the moment, and one of the issues attracting the most
interest is Freelancer.com, the owner and operator of
the world’s largest online marketplace for
outsourcing, freelancing and crowd-sourcing services.
The history
It is a rare kind of stock, being a global Australian
technology success story.
Founder chief executive and chairman, Matt Barrie,
started the business in June 2008 under the domain
name biditout.com. He later bought similar sites,
including Swedish-owned business
getafreelancer.com and freelancer.co.uk, establishing
what is now Freelancer.com in 2009. Since then, the
company has expanded aggressively through
acquisition to increase its global reach, buying
EUFreelance, Scriptlance in Canada, and
LimeExchange and vWorker (formerly RentaCoder) in
the US.
Freelancer.com says it is the world’s number one
business services website. It connects freelance
workers with companies and individuals offering
short-term work assignments: most commonly these
are services like web development, design work, data
entry and editorial assignments, but it could be
anything. The site has been a major player in the
wave of outsourcing that has flowed between
businesses in the developed world and freelancers in
developing countries, to generate the modern
phenomenon of “cloud labour.”
The target market is small businesses that are
looking to keep their costs low by outsourcing tasks.
According to the prospectus, there are more than 600
job categories ranging from website design, to
accounting, to manufacturing. Freelancer.com makes
its money from the type of introduction fee billed to

the tenderer, depending on the size of the job. Using
the site is free, but it charges 3% of the bid’s value or
$US3, whichever is greater, for awarded projects.
Freelancer.com says it has more than 9 million users,
who have completed 4.9 million jobs tendered on the
site, worth more than $1.2 billion, with transactions
involving 230 countries.
The financials
The recent top-line growth rate has been impressive.
Freelancer.com’s revenue grew by 37% in 2011 and
by 64% in 2011 and 2012, and it is expected to grow
by 73% in 2013. Last year Freelancer.com reported
net revenue of $10.6 million, with an after-profit tax of
$728,000. This (calendar) year the company
forecasts revenue to rise by 73% to $18.3 million,
with a profit of $471,000 (after the costs of the IPO).
Forecast earnings are 0.11 cents a share, and there
is no dividend in the offing.
The float will raise $17.55 million, through the issue of
30 million shares at 50 cents each, under a general
offer and a further 5.1 million shares offered to staff.
That represents only 8% of the company’s capital,
valuing Freelancer.com at about $218 million.
Barrie will retain a 46% stake in Freelancer.com.au,
valued at $100.2 million at the issue price. Barrie and
fellow directors will own 87% of the shares after the
float, in voluntary escrow for 12 months, not
precluding a takeover offer for the company.
Non-executive director Simon Clausen will retain
38.7%, valued at $84 million, and chief technology
officer Darren Williams will hold a 2.9% stake in the
company, valued at $6.3 million.
This is not an IPO as a private-equity vehicle, which
has been a recent bugbear of the stock market: this is
not a situation where directors do not own enough
shares in the companies on whose boards they sit, a
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practice against which the Australian Shareholders
Association (ASA) is campaigning. Freelancer.com’s
directors have serious skin in the game. That
alignment aside, a board of just three directors (none
independent) and Barrie filling the roles of chairman
and chief executive means Freelancer.com is not
going to be used by the ASX as a poster company for
its ideal corporate structure.
M&A activity
One interesting thing about the IPO is that in
September, a deal was reported to be almost closed
that would have seen Freelancer.com bought by
Japanese recruitment company and jobs website
operator Recruit, for US$400 million. Barrie has
clearly decided that selling a minority stake on the
stock market can end up valuing the company at
more than Recruit was willing to pay.
In Freelancer.com’s IPO prospectus, Barrie states
that the company’s growth strategy will ride on the
next wave of people to move online in developing
economies.
“Today, I find it hard to believe that with 7.1 billion
people in the world, only 2.7 billion people are on the
Internet. Almost 4.5 billion people are yet to connect.
We are confident that there is tremendous growth
potential ahead for the company, as the rest of the
world’s population goes online,” he wrote.

Xero, floated in 2007, which has risen 2000% on the
stock market – despite still being in loss.
With just over twice as much revenue as
Freelancer.com, and no profits, Xero is worth A$2.9
billion – more than Air New Zealand. Just last week,
Xero raised A$158 million in a capital raising, selling
8% of the company, with US investors, including
Matrix Capital Management – an early investor in
Apple –and PayPal co-founder Peter Thiel, taking
more than four-fifths of the new shares on offer. That
is the kind of investor companies like these can tap
into.
In any case, from what I am hearing, it will not matter
what Freelancer.com’s P/E is: a lot of fund managers
want this stock, but it is very difficult to get any. There
is likely to be massive scale-back for those who can
get the stock, which means significant buying interest
when Freelancer.com lists on November 15 – and a
likely hefty premium.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Elevated PE
One very startling number emerges from the
Freelancer.com prospectus: its price/earnings (P/E)
at issue is 463 times earnings. Even for a globally
oriented tech stock, that number is enough to give a
value-oriented investor a headache – particularly
when there is no dividend.
Barrie could have listed Freelancer.com on the
Nasdaq Stock Exchange in the US, where that kind of
elevated P/E would not raise eyebrows. But he is on
record as saying he wanted to foster the Australian
technology industry and “put his money where his
mouth was”. It is almost an absurd P/E, but for
companies like this, growth potential is huge. Barrie
would no doubt have looked closely at New
Zealand-based cloud accounting software provider
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Telstra - not Nine - best media buy
by Barrie Dunstan
With the public float of the Nine Network looming,
investors may be tempted to think about investing in a
media stock. In the current climate, however, the first
question should be not “which stock?” but, rather,
“why?”
Many former traditional media stocks are struggling to
find a new business model to make money from the
internet; most appear to offer mainly speculative
opportunities. On the other hand, the “new media”
stocks – think REA, carsales and SEEK, which have
boomed after monetising parts of the internet, are
often selling on expensive PE ratios and offering low
dividend yields.
Game changer
The reality of investing in media is that the speed of
change and technical innovation makes it very difficult
to be certain of the status quo. Think how quickly
traditional (and apparently solid) media-like
magazines, daily newspapers and now network
television, have succumbed to internet-based
competition.
Older media groups like News and Fairfax have had
to write off billions of dollars of goodwill from their
balance sheets. Recently Fairfax put its Tullamarine
printing plant – described as “one of Melbourne’s
over-capitalised properties” – up for sale. The land
was bought in 1999 for $5.6 million and Fairfax added
more than $220 million in the building and plant. It
might get $20 million in the proposed sale.
And even the so-called new media have been
casualties, as the fast-moving revolution rolls on:
remember what happened with Rupert Murdoch’s
ill-fated U.S. purchase, My Space. Things are
happening so fast with the technology that, what
today seems like a fashion, tomorrow becomes a
short-lived fad.

This is an area for opportunistic investment by
players who understand the field, rather than a place
for serious, longer-term investment funds seeking
assured income.
The reality is that the internet has changed everything
by offering free connection to the world, dispensing
with expensive printing presses and distribution
systems. These costs and the wages of journalists
were paid for with advertising revenue, which the
internet has stripped away from traditional print
media. It’s hard to build a business model to extract
money from people who are now used to getting most
of their information for free.
This reality won’t stop the Nine group’s private
equity owners offering shares in the re-engineered
Nine Network, based largely, it seems, on
improvements in investment markets. Investors can,
of course, make up their own minds when they read
the prospectus, but a rule of thumb is to be sceptical
when private equity investors are the vendors.
Buy the medium
For SMSF investors who see some promise in media
and want diversification – but also some income – the
pickings are slim. Among former traditional print
media stocks, Fairfax shares are struggling at around
55c to yield around 3.7%, while shedding print
products and concentrating on digital. The APN group
does not have a yield and News, though with a more
diverse, global spread (and a strong 2013 share
performer) offers a yield of only 0.8% to compensate
for exposure to a much more volatile,
family-controlled group.
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Perhaps one potential media stock is hidden in plain
sight – Telstra. Remember Marshall McLuhan’s
famous adage “the medium is the message”. This
was framed in the 1970s when the mediums were
print, radio, television and the telephone. No one
guessed at the arrival of the internet, which in three
decades has become the over-powering medium.
Perhaps, rather than chase possible ephemeral
providers of content, investors may be better to invest
in Telstra, the listed provider of the major medium
supplying most Australian households. Its copper wire
network is still central to the NBN project (with a
longer life than Fairfax’s Tullamarine printing plant)
and Telstra has a strong position in wireless and a
key stake in the Foxtel cable network. All this and a
dividend yield of 5.6%.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Bubble talk still “unrealistic”
by Penny Pryor
On Friday, the head of financial stability at the
Reserve Bank of Australia, Luci Ellis, said nothing
had changed in the housing market since her boss,
assistant governor Malcolm Edey, used the
“unrealistic alarmism” phrase a few weeks ago.

growing quickly, but from a very low base.

According to Ellis, there is no comparison between
housing activity now and the last time Australia
approached anything near a bubble in 2002/2003.

The data

“That was an era where credit growth was growing
quickly, housing prices were growing quickly, rental
yields were low and falling, the household savings
ratio was negative, there were lots of new products,
easing lending standards in the credit markets,
investor interest in housing was really, really strong,
and the real economy was also kind of experiencing
spillovers from all that,” she said in response to a
question following her presentation at the The Paul
Woolley Centre for the Study of Capital Markets
Dysfunctionality conference.

“It’s an additional source of demand dynamic that
were just going to have to keep a good eye on in the
future.

The RP Data preliminary auction clearance rate
dropped slightly over the weekend to 71.6% from
72.5% the previous week (see graph 1 below). But
the number of properties being put up for auction in
capital cities is still very high at 2,342, compared to
2,229 the previous week.
Graph 1: Weekly clearance rates, combined
capital cities

“You compare that to now, well yes housing prices
have been growing but they have been falling until
recently.
“But the important point here is we are not seeing a
credit-fuelled speculative boom.”
On SMSFs
She also reiterated what the bank said last month
about SMSFs.
“We explicitly said in the financial stability review that
SMSFs are not a near term risk to financial stability,”
she said.

Auction clearance rates were still strong over the
weekend but didn’t quite reach 80% in Sydney,
where they were 79.9% on the APM measure. In
Melbourne, the APM auction clearance rate was
72.4%. The median price in Sydney for houses is
again hovering near the $1 million mark at $990,000
(see table 1 below).
Table 1: This Saturday, 19 October 2013

“We found that most of the property that is in SMSFs
is actually in commercial real estate. There is a
number of tax reasons for that. The residential side is
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The revised numbers for the previous week reveal a
pull back from Sydney’s initial 85.5% to 81% and
Melbourne’s 76.1% to 72.6% (see table 2 below).
Table 2: Saturday, 12 October 2013

And the data for the same week a year ago highlights
the relatively short time that the East Coast
residential property market has been experiencing
strong activity. Rates this time last year in both
Sydney and Melbourne were still less than 60% (see
table 3 below).
Table 3: Saturday, 20 October 2012

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Resources stocks dominated changes in earnings
forecasts last week, both on the negative and on the
positive side. On the positive side of the book,
Woodside Petroleum and Fortescue Metals both got
upgrades. But it was Ten Network (TEN) that trumped
everybody else in terms of falling expectations.
In the good books
Navitas (NVT) was upgraded to Buy from Hold by
Deutsche Bank. Navitas is entering a growth phase in
the US as the business finally gains traction and
Deutsche Bank sees opportunities for US universities
to increase market share of international students. As
Navitas is a leader in US University Pathway
Programs (UPP), significant upside to valuation will
come from success in this market.

Deutsche Bank believes Tabcorp is executing well in
a competitive environment and expects compound
annual earnings growth of 10% over the next three
years. The Australian wagering market is growing and
Tabcorp is seen holding its own.
Woodside Petroleum (WPL) was upgraded to Buy
from Neutral by Citi. Revenue in the September
quarter was slightly below Citi’s estimates and 2013
profit expectations have been downgraded by 1%
because of the slight delay to the re-start of the
Vincent oil project. Citi expects 2014 profit of
US$2.55 billion, and is 14% above consensus.
In the not-so-good books
ANZ Bank (ANZ) was downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie. While the broker believes
the bank’s Asia growth strategy is a sound one
longer term, margins will be under pressure in FY14
due to forex sensitivity and a mix-shift into lower
margin products.

Newcrest Mining (NCM) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by CIMB Securities, following a good
start to FY14, with gold production of 586,600 ounces
in the September quarter. While the balance sheet
appears stretched, a 20% discount to valuation to
account for the risks, produces a $13.50 price target,
reduced from $13.60.
Tabcorp (TAH) was upgraded to Buy from Hold by
Deutsche Bank following its recent investor briefing.
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Fortescue Metals (FMG) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by CIMB Securities. The company is
on track for iron ore shipments and has reiterated
FY14 guidance of 127-133mt. Nevertheless, CIMB
suspects that, with a forecast US$10/t fall in the iron
ore price over the next 12 months, the stock’s ability
to outperform is limited.

Earnings Forecast

Orica (ORI) was downgraded to Sell from Neutral by
UBS. The broker remains confident that the
Australian explosives industry will be manageable but
in the near term there are some challenges.
Near-term challenges include falling coal mine strip
ratios and volumes and on a longer view there are
structural issues around regional ammonium nitrate
oversupply.
Ten Network (TEN) was downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse and to Underweight from
Neutral by JP Morgan following its weak, but not
unexpected, result. Credit Suisse believes
management is adopting the right strategy to turn the
network around, but delivery will take time. The FY13
result was ahead of JP Morgan’s expectation on
better control of costs in TV. The broker has
downgraded to Underweight from Neutral, believing
any material revenue increase will take time and
requirement reinvestment.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Perfect time to add Aussie art
by Alistair Bailey
The fine art market on a macro-level has lost none of
its momentum in 2013, as prices at the very top end
in all market sectors continue to confound the
naysayers. You need to look no further than the
staggering results realised in Hong Kong last week
when Sotheby’s recorded sales in excess of US$540
million.
Yet the most commonly quoted barometer art market
analysts, pundits and journalists alike turn to – the
Mei Moses All Art Index – would suggest differently.
Despite the bullish results globally, the World All Art
Index is down 2.8% year to date, with the
Impressionist and Modern sector recording just a
small increase of 1.3%, while the Contemporary
sector is up 8.4%. The Old Masters sector has slid
21.8% and, up until last week, the Chinese sector
was struggling to keep an even keel. These indices
are likely to continue to show tepid results, despite
the enormous prices being realised and strong
clearance rates – why? More and more we are being
presented with fresh works to market, particularly at
the very top end. Christie’s will be offering up a major
Francis Bacon triptych with estimates of US$70 to 80
million and an Andy Warhol Coca-Cola bottle, which
is estimated to sell for US$50 million, neither of which
will figure on the Mei Moses methodology.
The local market
One of the major criticisms of the Australian auction
market in recent years has been the plague of a
number of “top” end lots, which have been
omnipresent over the past five years. However, 2013
to date has witnessed a significant change for the
Australian market. A far more competitive auction
scene is now unfolding with the re-emergence of
Bonhams as a serious player, heralded by highly
successful single vendor sales and the dedication of
Sotheby’s Australia to unearth bigger ticket works,
which are fresh to market. The result has seen

Christie’s present a solid catalogue, which included
the recent Glover ($2.9 million) and Menzies
presenting an iconic Whiteley in their forthcoming
sale with estimates of $3 to 4 million.

The Australian market has recorded auction sales of
$78.50 million so far this year, with 10 works
exceeding the $1 million threshold – currently on par
with the total for 2011 and 2008. There has also been
far greater activity in the $250,000 to $750,000
market, with eight new artist auction records within
this bracket, supplemented by a move in the mid-tier
Whiteley’s in particular.
I believe the middle market is the key. As the fresh
Williams, Nolans, Arthur Boyds, Whiteleys, Bracks
and Glovers find longer-term accommodation, the
competition between the auction houses will slip into
this mid-market. The lower end of the market remains
saturated – the sense of urgency and the fear of
missing out, which the auction rooms feed off, is
simply not apparent currently and is unlikely to return
in the short term.
The investors
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The DIY superannuant has been less active than we
have seen in recent years, in part due to a healthy
lack of understanding of the changes to legislation,
which comes into effect in 2016. Unrealistic
expectation of the Australian art market’s recovery,
in the wake of the GFC, has also compounded issues
the market faces at the lower end, as work is
“dumped” onto the market.
The lack of international buyers in the Australian
market has been a major factor and has arguably
hindered the recovery in the auction rooms post-GFC.
Despite the very varied reviews of the current
“Australia” exhibition at the Royal Academy in
London, and the mixed results from the Christie’s
Australian Art Auction – this renewed exposure to
Australian art will be key to invigorating the
awareness and perception of the quality of work that
Australia has already, and continues to, produce.
The Indigenous art market has shown glimpses of a
recovery, although it is still a way of the halcyon days
of pre-GFC. The best buying is still arguably going to
be via the private treaty and reputable dealer market
for the time being, despite a handful of notable sales
over the last 12 months. Recovery in this sector was
always going to be slow as it arguably fell the
hardest, however, great Indigenous art is recognised
as great art. It is a soft market and one that art
investors and collectors would be foolish to ignore.
Finally, it is worth noting though that since 2005 the
Australian auction record has blossomed from $2.09
million for McCubbin’s iconic Bush Idyll, set in 1998,
to $5.48 million for Nolan’s First Class Marksman. In
fact, the McCubbin no longer registers in the top 10
auction prices of all time for Australian art. Bush Idyll
was one of the high profile lots, which passed in at
Christie’s sale last month. It has since sold by private
sale for an undisclosed sum to an Australian collector
based overseas. The lesson for an investor? Well, the
investment lies in the quality and recognizing the
opportunity.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Did you know?
In our latest Super Sessions I spoke with Paul Rickard about SMSFs and property and followed up on the
theme of our debate with Noel Whittaker. Watch it here.
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